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Townsville Street Circuit
=========================

Townsville Street Circuit was build from scratch by Zolee145.
It was converted to GTR2 by Khan1670 who added the animated marshals.

Both of them kindly gave me permission to convert it to GTL.

A very BIG "Thank you so much" for this kind offer!

- My biggest respect for their fantastic work -

Weâ€™re offering the result of all our working hours to all of you free of charge but we
ask for one single fee from your side:

Pls. give a little respect to all these working hours all of us spend for free for your entertainment!
This project is a â€œtake it as it is, or leave itâ€•-release, pls. see EULA for more detailed information.


WHAT WIKIPEDIA MENTIONS ABOUT Townsville Street Circuit:
========================================================
Townsville Street Circuit is a reminiscent of the Melbourne Grand Prix Circuit. 
It winds its way through Reid Park where specially constructed roads form approximately 70 percent of the circuit.
Rod Nash Racingâ€™s Paul Dumbrell suggested it is a high grip circuit. 
Ford Performance Racing (FPR) driver Mark Winterbottom suggested the circuit is like a standard racing 
circuit but in the middle of a city. 
It is a tough circuit that can catch drivers out. 
Winterbottom described the first corner is almost a clone to the turn eight at 
Adelaide Street Circuit which he tackled it very aggressively because it looks high speed with 
great passing opportunity.
The circuit quickly became a favourite of the V8 supercars' drivers.
The circuit's pit building is a permanent construction that can be used all year round for all sorts of events. 
There are five viewing mounds and grandstands that can seat approximately 12,000.


FEATURES:
=========

- Working Pit-/Startlights

- Animated marshals

- Full featured GTL AIW for 36 cars


CREDITS:
========

- Zolee145 for scratch build

- Khan1670 for GTR2 version

- CY-33 for his Australia map


SPECIAL THANKS:
===============

- DutchDevil for getting me started in conversion issues

- MotorfX and Greybrad for their kind AIW guidance
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- my lovely wife for all her patience and understanding.

..and all the guys I'm in contact due to conversion issues.



Have fun,
  der Dumeklemmer
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